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Below is a link to a short video of Hermit while he 
was the pride of the neighborhood (the photos in 
this article were taken from this video).  What will 
be our next rare visitor?  Nature goes on! 
http://s13.photobucket.com/albums/a298/rockoutgrl1/
?action=view&current=20100109151344.flv 

 

Crystallofolia (“Frost Flowers”)1 

By Ted C. MacRae 

While hiking the middle stretch of the Ozark 
Trail’s Wappapello Section, Rich Thoma and I 
witnessed a bounty of crystallofolia, or “frost 
flowers”.  These fragile, yet exquisite formations 
are, of course, not flowers at all, nor are they true 
frost (which forms directly from water vapor 
without first condensing), but rather are thin layers 
of ice that form as water is drawn from cracks in 
plant stems and freezes upon contact with cold 
air.  As the water continues to be drawn from the 
plant by capillary action, newly forming ice pushes 
older ice further out, creating delicate, folded, 
curling ribbons of ice that resemble many-layered 
flower petals.  Air trapped within the ice upon 
freezing imparts a frothy white appearance. 

Frost flowers are not an uncommon phenomenon, 
and I have seen them on more than a few 
occasions during my frequent off-season hikes.  
However, never before had either Rich or I seen  

                                                
1 Reprinted from an article posted January 23, 2010 on the 
author's website: http://beetlesinthebush.wordpress.com.  
All photographs by the author and Rich Thoma. 

 

Crystallofolia (frost flowers) on dittany (Cunila origanoides). 

the numbers that we saw during our hike on this, 
the second day of the New Year.  Frost flowers are 
normally encountered during the first hard freezes 
of fall when the ground is not yet frozen.  Water in 
the stems of certain plants expands as a result of 
the freezing air temperatures, causing vertical 
cracks to form along the length of the stem 
through which the ice ribbons are extruded. The 
formations are rather ephemeral, usually melting or 
sublimating away by late morning in fall’s typically 
mild daytime temperatures.  As fall progresses to 
winter, water stores in the plant stems become 
depleted after several freezes or locked up when 
the ground itself freezes, and as a result frost 
flowers are rarely seen later than December in 
Missouri. However, it has been a wet and mild fall 
and early winter, and after an extended period of 
moisture during December, Missouri was finally 
gripped by a severe cold spell with lows in the 
single digits and daytime highs remaining down in  

 

Frost flowers on dittany - shaded, protected areas produced 
the largest formations. 

http://s13.photobucket.com/albums/a298/rockoutgrl1/?action=view&current=20100109151344.flv
http://s13.photobucket.com/albums/a298/rockoutgrl1/?action=view&current=20100109151344.flv
http://beetlesinthebush.wordpress.com/
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the teens and 20s.  The saturated, yet unfrozen 
ground provided a good source of moisture for 
plant stems to draw upon, and continuous 
subfreezing air temperatures allowed frost flowers 
to persist throughout the days and attain 
remarkable size. The photo above was taken in late 
afternoon as a sinking sun shone brightly on the 
west-facing slope where this formation was seen, 
persisting in all its fragile glory. 

 

Partial thawing during ribbon formation causes exquisite 

twists and turns. 

In Missouri, frost flowers are primarily associated 
with dittany (Cunila origanoides), species of Verbesina 
(V. virginica, white crownbeard; and V. alternifolia, 
yellow ironweed), and camphor weed (Pluchea 
camphorata).  Frost flowers are rarely seen on any 
other plant in Missouri, and I don’t know what it is 
about these plants and not others that make them 
suitable for frost flower formation.  Dittany is a 
daintly little member of the Lamiaceae, and as such 
has square stems – perhaps the angles on the stem 
are prone to splitting.  However, there are many 
other lamiaceous plants and non-lamiaceous 
square-stemmed plant species in Missouri that do 
not form frost flowers.  Likewise, Verbesina and 
Pluchea belong to the Asteraceae and do not have 
square stems.  Verbesina, however, is a large, more 
robust plants with thick, pithy stems that may be 
capable of holding a large amount of water and 
mature late in the season after most other plants 
have already dried up, perhaps allowing them to 
retain sufficient moisture in the stem late enough 
in the season to allow frost flower formation when 
conditions are right.The majority of the frost 
flowers we saw were on dittany – dainty, delicate, 
fragile formations 2-3 inches across. However, at  

 

Dittany (Cunila origanoides) dried stem, leaves, and fruits. 

the end of the hike, as we were exploring the area 
around the parking lot, we found a stand of 
Verbesina (I suspect V. alternifolia), with which 
some of the most enormous and robust frost 
flowers that I have ever seen were associated.  
Following are additional views of some of the 
more impressive formations we saw and the plants 
they were associated with. 

 

Like snowflakes, each frost flower is one-of-a-kind. 
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Verbesina sp. frost flowers were enormous - this one was 
approx. 5 inches wide. 

 

Dried fruits of Verbesina sp. (poss. alternifolia), on which the 
largest frost flowers were seen. 

 

Chestnut-collard Longspur 2010 

By Bill Rudden 

Around lunch time, Mark Lund pulled-over along 
the smooth road to talk.  I was parked cleaning the 
van windows.  The sun was warming, and a feel of 
"this is where the parade came through" was in the 
air.  We were at Columbia Bottom Conservation 
Area (CBCA), St. Louis County, Missouri.  The 
local attorney's morning birding, as Charlene 
would say, "dipped on any zooties".  It was early 
January, and CBCA had been the center of activity 
for area birders the past weekend.  Bill Rowe, who 
frequents this river delta, estimated the CA held 
2,000 Lapland Longspurs.  A single Snow 

Bunting found by Craig Paradise, triggered the 
house-bound birders to get out. 

If you experienced the natural wonder of waves of 
longspurs and blackbirds, kept moving by the 
numerous and varied raptors, you had a winner.  
Josh Uffman in an email said, "It might be ten 
years for this to happen again."  He may be right – 
there was a perfect combination of a long freeze, 
snow cover and food crops.  I last witnessed this 
in January 1979 at Busch Conservation Area.   
Seasoned birders may remember that Carmen 
Patterson found a McCown's Longspur in that 
group of 2,000 birds from the far North. 

On January 10, 2010, I photographed a small, 
sparrow-sized bird with buff underside and lacking 
side streaks; different than the Lapland Longspurs 
it fed with atop milo seed heads.  Connie Alwood 
and Chris Kirmeier were scoping and drew my 
attention to the milo field.  When they drove off 
toward the gravel road to look for the Snow 
Bunting, I stayed and "worked" the flock.  Now, 
looking out the window at the same milo field, 
wishing that the parade would return, two Joe's 
drove up.   Joe Pinnell, always aglow – I'm afraid 
he could sell me a lemon of a used car and Joe 
Eades – the local birding icon, stopped to 
exchange info.  The bird activity had slowed. 

After taking the three original photos, 300 more of 
the flock were taken, hoping to catch the bird by 
chance.  Later, at the computer, searching through 
these photos, five more of the bird were found.  
One, a decent flight shot, shows the extensive 
white-sided tail with a tapering dark bar at base 
and short rounded wings with triple wing bars 
(white edged lesser, median and greater coverts).  
Photos of the bird feeding reveal a light brown, 
small-billed bird that looks like a lean House 
Sparrow with a buff eye-line and light-centered 
dark ear mark as in Smith's Longspur.  BUT, the 
grey/tan breast with dark smudging (and tail) 
eliminate both Smith's and McCown's Longspurs. 

Chestnut-collard Longspurs are few and hard to 
find and, thus, very rare birds.  According to Josh 
Uffman's site Showme-birds1, there are less than 
20 records for Missouri, only four of which come 
from the eastern side of the state.  The 2010 St. 
Louis area CCLO, if accepted, is the first 

                                                
1 http://Showme-birds.com. 
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